Abstract-We propose to generate novel animations from a set of elementary examples of video-based surface motion capture, under user-specified constraints. 4D surface capture animation is motivated by the increasing demand from media production for highly realistic 3D content. To this aim, data driven strategies that consider video-based information can produce animation with real shapes, kinematics and appearances. Our animations rely on the combination and the interpolation of textured 3D mesh data, which requires examining two aspects: (1) Shape geometry and (2) appearance. First, we propose an animation synthesis structure for the shape geometry, the Essential graph, that outperforms standard Motion graphs in optimality with respect to quantitative criteria, and we extend optimized interpolated transition algorithms to mesh data. Second, we propose a compact view-independent representation for the shape appearance. This representation encodes subject appearance changes due to viewpoint and illumination, and due to inaccuracies in geometric modelling independently. Besides providing compact representations, such decompositions allow for additional applications such as interpolation for animation.
INTRODUCTION
A FTER more than a decade of predominance of standard motion capture, we have witnessed in the recent years the emergence of 4D(3D+t) surface capture either through high quality multi-view set-ups [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] or in a more democratized form with low-cost sensors [6] , [7] , [8] . Such data provides real full shape, appearance and kinematic information of the dynamic object of interest and hence can find many uses for 3D content generation, augmentation of machine learning training sets or statistical modeling, among other examples. In this work, we propose a solution for building animations using this type of data (Fig. 1) . As illustrated in Fig. 3 , our input is a set of temporally consistent mesh sequences with their texture maps, also referred to as 4D models, and the output is novel data of the same nature satisfying high-level constraints. Fig. 2 illustrates the steps involved in creating our input 4D textured models. Frame-dependant surface reconstruction [9] is performed using videos from different viewpoints. A 2D mapping [10] of a template geometry is used to obtain a texture atlas. The reconstructed sequences are tracked [11] with the same template to obtain temporally consistent meshes. The temporally tracked sequence geometries are then used to back-project the appearance information from the input views and into atlas-consistent texture maps [12] thus allowing us to render textured 4D sequences.
The main difficulties involved in textured shape animation are first finding an optimal way of blending and concatenating shape geometry instances to obtain the desired animations, and second storing shape appearance instances compactly and interpolating them without ghosting artifacts. Regarding shape animation, we limit the synthesis to simple data reuse which consists of concatenating original motion segments and synthetic transitions between them. Hence we need a way to synthesize visually plausible transition segments (Section 3), and we need a structure to control the animation process with respect to user-guidance by identifying good transitions (Section 4). For transitions, we extend some of the techniques previously proposed for skeletal motion capture data and adapt them to mesh data using differential mesh processing [13] to account for shape non-rigidities. For transition selection and control, we consider animations that are globally optimal with respect to a defined realism criterion, and propose a structure called the Essential graph that proves to be more optimal than standard Motion graphs. The realism criterion accounts for a cost that tries to preserve shape consistency along a motion segment, while minimizing the number of poses within a segment. We focused on the optimality of the animation structure as our data is more intricate and sensitive to editing compared to skeletal motion capture.
Regarding appearance animation, we propose a viewindependent appearance representation and estimation algorithm, to encode the appearance variability of the dynamic subject. Compactly representing image data from all frames and viewpoints of the subject can be seen as a non-linear dimensionality reduction problem in image space, where the main non-linearities are due to the underlying scene geometry. By coarsely registering our dynamic shape with a template, for which we pre-computed a single reference surface-to-texture unwrapping (Fig. 2) , we reduce the problem to a single texture space by coping with remaining fine-scale misalignments due to registration errors using realignment warps in the texture domain. Because they encode residual geometric variations, these warps are decomposed using linear PCA, yielding Eigen warps. After alignment, we assume that the remaining image variabilities can be straightforwardly identified with linear PCA and thus we obtain Eigen textures. The full appearance information of all subject sequences can then be compactly stored as linear combinations of Eigen textures and Eigen warps. This method is shown to yield effective estimation performance. In addition, the learned texture and warp manifolds allow for efficient generalizations, such as texture interpolations to generate new unobserved content from blended input instances, which are appended to interpolated poses obtained from the shape animation pipeline (Fig. 3) . This paper builds on our previous works [14] , [15] and combines them to obtain full shape and appearance 4D animation. We additionally extend these works by further evaluation, discussion and elaboration of technical details. Regarding appearance, we notably extend the numerical evaluation of compactness (Fig. 18 ) and generalizability (Fig. 20) of the representation in [15] in Section 5.2, and the impact of texture reduction on interpolation quality (Fig. 22 ) in Section 5.3. In the shape animation part of the pipeline [14] , we provide numerical evaluations of the shape pose distance in Section 3.1 (Table 1) , transition optimization method in Section 3.3 ( Fig. 7) and the organizing data structure in Section 4.1 (Fig. 9) . We additionally propose algorithms for transition generation (Algorithm 1) and animation synthesis (Algorithm 2) in Section 4.2.
RELATED WORK
Previous works proposed similar pipelines for animation synthesis (e.g., [16] , [17] ). This paper contributes to the state-of-the-art on the following aspects: we propose a globally optimal data structure (Section 4.1) that differs from the traditional motion graphs [17] ; we introduce new motion transitions that combine dynamic time warping and varying blended segments lengths (Section 3.3); we improve extrinsic alignment for motion blending compared to existing methods [17] (Section 4.2); we present a character appearance model that mutualises appearance information from several captured sequences (Section 5).
Algorithm 1. Function Blend()
Current source frame n :¼ w i À1 ðtÞ; Current destination frame m :¼ w j À1 ðtÞ;
Motion Data Structure
Traditional motion capture systems provide sparse information on moving shapes. A large body of work is considering such input data to animate virtual characters. To this aim, Motion graphs [18] , [19] , [20] are an ubiquitous tool for organizing recorded movement sequences of a shape, and many improvements to this structure have been proposed such as Interpolated [21] , Well-connected [22] or Optimization based [23] Motion graphs. A Motion graph is composed of nodes for shape poses and edges that represent transitions between them. New transitions are added by selecting local minima in transition cost matrices between sequence pairs. Several works extend Motion graphs to mesh data. [24] represents human shapes as geometry images using spherical parametrizations. [25] builds Motion graphs for meshes without interpolations. Our previous work [14] only solves for geometry animation. [17] proposes animation for unstructured textured meshes and their appearances. The work of [16] extends parametric Motion graphs [26] to mesh data and interpolates appearances as well as shapes, and [27] extends this framework to Mocap driven character animation. We note that parametric Motion graphs solve a different problem than Motion graphs, as they are more supervised in the sense that they require building parametric motion spaces with logically compatible motions, prior to connecting them with each other. On the contrary, Motion graphs are unsupervised, as their construction requires no prior knowledge on the nature of the motion sequences involved. In this work, we also solve the unsupervised animation scenario for geometry and appearance animation using a graph representation. However, we use a different graph structure [14] that improves over standard Motion graphs in global optimality with respect to surface deformation and transition duration.
Algorithm 2. Algorithm to Generate a Motion Sequence from a Graph Walk
Data: Graph walk path p :¼ n 1 ; . . . ; n N ½ Result: Output mesh sequence S out current rotation angle u c , current rotation center C c , current translation T c for i 2 ½½1; N À 1 do if ½½n i ; n iþ1 is an original segment then Moveð½M n i ; M n iþ1 ; u c ; C c ; T c Þ;
Moveð½M n i ; M n i þl n i À1 ; u c ; C c ; T c Þ;
Motion Transition
Motion transition generation is an important component of motion synthesis. Although recent works [28] , [29] leverage the abundance of skeletal Mocap data to learn such tasks, gradual frame blending remains yet a reasonable and intuitive solution that is widely used in the literature, either in a Start-end [18] , Center-aligned [20] or Left aligned [19] , [21] form. This method is however prone to artifacts. These limitations can be substantially reduced with dynamic time warping prior to interpolation. Following a strategy similar to [30] , we extend dynamic time warping to transitions between mesh sequences. In addition, inspired by the study of [31] that emphasizes the importance of suitable transition durations, we also optimize such durations within transitions.
Appearance Animation
Appearance of 3D shapes can be stored in two main forms: View-dependent texturing resamples from each initial video frame [32] with additional alignments to avoid ghosting effects [33] , but this strategy appears to be memory costly as it requires storing all images from all viewpoints. Instead, texture maps can be built offline from all viewpoints [1] thus reducing storage, with 3D superresolution techniques [12] , [34] , [35] to overcome resolution and sampling limitations. For animation synthesis, using only one template texture map results in substantial realism loss. Using topologically time-coherent geometries with consistent 2D unwarpings allow appearance information fusion over time and a more compact storage than per-frame textures. Some works consider this aspect but only for short segments of adjacent frames. [12] attempts to enhance texture resolution, [36] uses a view-based multi-layer texture map representation, and [1] uses tracked surfaces to improve compression. For large time segments, consistent geometries fail to track fine scale surface details which results in inconsistencies in the projected appearances into the texture domain. Some works that consider globally consistent geometries [16] , [37] address these inconsistencies on a frame basis mainly for animation synthesis through interpolation. In [38] , the appearance of characters tracked with rigged sequences is animated by warping captured images selected through patch-based retrieval. All these approaches could be used to synthesize appearance within our animation pipeline, but we opt for our previous work [15] , as it offers other usages such as compact reduction and missing appearance completion, besides interpolation. The abilities of this approach, that builds on previous works on static shapes [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , stem from the fact that it constructs a compact global appearance model for a character. This model leverages and spans appearance from multiple sequences, and does not solve alignments only locally on a frame pair basis.
SHAPE POSE AND MOTION BLENDING
In order to build animations that combine segments of the input mesh sequences, we need to generate new transitions between them. The output animation is thus a mesh sequence obtained by concatenating original mesh segments and synthetic mesh segments that ensure spatial and temporal continuity of the output motion stream. We use gradual frame blending to synthesize transitions and we explain in this Section how to do so. To this purpose, we need to define a static shape pose distance and an interpolation method. Note that we assume that all meshes have temporally consistent topology and connectivity.
Shape Pose Distance
While previous work tackled the problem of shape similarity analysis as in [43] between non-temporally aligned topologies, we focus here on the simpler problem of computing pose distances between two mesh poses with the same topology. To do so, we first align them rigidly using orthogonal Procrustes analysis. One naive strategy is to consider the residual of this alignment cost, which is the sum of Euclidean distances between corresponding aligned mesh vertices, as a distance between the poses. In our experiments, this Euclidean representation does not account for the mesh geometry and results in mesh shrinkage and distortion when performing linear mesh interpolation (Fig. 4) . We hence consider a different pose parametrization that builds on orthogonal factorization of local mesh deformations.
In any frame mesh, we denote by v k the vector containing the kst vertex coordinates v k ¼ x k ; y k ; z k ð Þ T . We consider Þ in mesh j and we append both triangles with their unit normals n i and n j respectively. We compute the affine transformation T that maps the first local triangle coordinate frame to the second as (Fig. 4 )
Among affine transformation components, i.e., rotation, shearing and scaling, rotations are distorted under linear matrix interpolation. Thus, extracting them properly is crucial for rigid deformation parametrization. Since rotation matrices satisfy orthogonality, extracting them can be achieved with orthogonal decomposition algorithms for non-singular 3 Â 3 matrices. Among the methods proposed for these decompositions, the orthogonal factors of the SVD decomposition are not unique, and the orthogonal component in the QR decomposition is not independent of the coordinate basis. On the contrary, Polar decomposition T ¼ R:S gives a symmetric component S and an orthogonal component R that is unique, independent of the basis and stable under perturbations. We consider therefore this method for our triangle-based transformation factorization.
Since the shearing/scaling component of the polar decomposition S is positive-semidefinite, and the rotation component R belongs to the special orthogonal group, we use the Riemannian metric of the Cartesian product of these two Riemannian manifolds over all mesh triangles to define a pose similarity metric between meshes i and j dði; jÞ ¼
where k:k F is the Frobenius norm and index m covers all mesh triangles. Through weighting factors w m , we give more importance to the rotation term. In practice, we use the same value w m ¼ 0:01 for all mesh triangles.
Evaluation
We evaluate our mesh-based pose metric empirically using the Adobe dataset [44] . This dataset contains various motions performed by 3 different actors in the form of coherent mesh sequences. The models represent detailed meshes of loosely dressed humans which makes this set of data relevant to our context. These sequences are additionally equipped with pose information in the form of Euler angle values of a template skeleton for each frame. We first compute distances between all pose pairs in the dataset using a metric derived from the Euclidean distance between Euler Angles [45] and consider these as ground-truth distances. We then compute the same distances using our non-Euclidean pose metric (Equation (2)) and a straightforward metric based on Euclidean distances between mesh vertices. We assess the relationship between the ground-truth and both the Euclidean and non-Euclidean distances by evaluating both linear and non-linear dependencies using Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Distance Correlation [46] respectively. Results in Table 1 show that our pose metric consistently better correlates to the ground-truth than the naive vertex based Euclidean distance for both correlation measures.
Shape Pose Interpolation
In order to perform interpolations between frames that preserve local mesh properties better than naive interpolation we use a variant of Poisson shape interpolation [47] . Note that other alternatives might be considered such as Asrigid-as-possible approaches [48] . In differential triangular mesh processing [13] , expressing the mesh as a piece-wise linear coordinate function results in constant mesh gradients within each triangle. This 3 Â 3 per-face gradient of the mesh for triangle m can be expressed as follows:
Denoting by N and M the numbers of mesh vertices and triangles respectively, a global gradient operator G can be yielded in the form of a 3M Â N matrix that multiplies the stacked transposed mesh vertex coordinates in a N Â 3 matrix, to give a 3M Â 3 matrix of stacked triangle gradients
To interpolate poses with an interpolation parameter 2 ½0; 1, and for every triangle m in the mesh, we first interpolate the rotation component R m and the shearing/scaling component S m geodesically in the special orthogonal group and the manifold of positive semi-definite 3 Â 3 matrices respectivelỹ
We then deform each triangle based gradient G m in the source mesh by the interpolated local transformationT m to obtain the new gradientsG m
These new deformed gradients are used to reconstruct the interpolated mesh composed of vertices fṽ 1 ; . . . ;ṽ N g. This resulting surface consists of the vertex sites matching the deformed gradients in Equation (6), and is found by solving the following linear sparse Poisson system:
where D is a diagonal 3M Â 3M mass matrix containing the mesh triangle areas. To ensure the uniqueness of the final interpolated mesh, we deform both the source a target meshes towards each other using this method, and the two results are then interpolated linearly.
Shape Motion Transition
In order to generate a smooth interpolated transition from frame i in a source sequence to frame j in a destination sequence, we consider a window of successive frames of size l i in the source sequence starting at frame i: ½i; i þ l i À 1, and a similar window of successive frames of size l j in the destination sequence ending at frame j: ½j À l j þ 1; j. These are the source and destination segments whose frames are to be blended gradually so as to generate a smooth transition between frames i and j, in a similar way to a standard linear interpolated transition (Fig. 5a) , such as the solution proposed for fixed sized windows in [17] . This interpolation can be first improved by temporally aligning source and destination motion segments with warps w i and w j respectively (Fig. 5b) . We use a standard dynamic time warping algorithm [49] to compute the best temporal warps, where the cost matrix is built using the pose distance in Equation (2) . In addition, following [31] who argued that a transition duration in skeletal motion interpolation should be comprised between a third of a second and 2 seconds, we can also allow segment lengths l i and l j to vary between boundaries l min and l max that correspond to these values (Fig. 5c) . We can finally choose the pair ðl i ; l j Þ with the least cost through the dynamic time warping path Dði; jÞ ¼ min
We refer to this cost in the following as the surface deformation cost of a transition D i;j ¼ Dði; jÞ. The length of the dynamic time warping path gives the length of the transition, which defines the transition duration cost L i;j .
Evaluation
We evaluate in Fig. 7 our optimized interpolated transitions numerically using datasets TOMAS [14] , DAN [16] and JP [50] , [51] . We compute the average transition cost between all possible pairs of frames in these datasets. In Tables 7a, 7b , 7c, the normalized surface deformation costs that are minimized when optimizing transitions are given. For a more independent and fair metric, we also give the motion acceleration cost in Tables 7d, 7e, 7f. We define this latter cost as the average difference between accelerations computed at each vertex for every pair of source and target meshes in the dynamic time warping path, in an attempt to capture the naturalness of the synthesized resulting transition. These costs are computed for: standard interpolated transitions; transitions that use dynamic time warping only; transitions that use a combination of dynamic time warping and varying length source and target segments. When dynamic time warping is involved, we evaluate cost statistics for various slope constraints, allowing between 2 and 5 consecutive horizontal or vertical nodes in a row in the dynamic time warping path. Overall, we can see that dynamic time warping improves the transition cost in average and this improvement increases when source and target segment lengths are optimized as well. We notice also that relaxing the slope constraint results in lower costs. However, allowing for a large number of vertical or horizontal nodes in a row in a dynamic time warping path might result in temporally degenerate transitions. We hence opt for an empirical limit of 3 in our synthesis.
We also show qualitative comparisons between standard linearly interpolated transitions and our optimized transitions in the accompanying video, Section Shape motion transition. These results show that our method tends to avoid surface shrinkage, foot-skate and other unnatural looking motion artifacts thanks to the improved alignment of poses in motion segments prior to interpolation. Fig. 6 shows a transition synthesis example from Walk to Run movements of TOMAS dataset using our method.
SHAPE ANIMATION SYNTHESIS
Our example-based animation scheme consists in combining original motion bits and interpolated transitions between them. We hence need a data structure to select and encode transitions between input sequences and control the animation process. We propose in this Section a data structure solution for animation synthesis, and we explain how this structure can be used to transform a set of high-level directives into a spatially and temporally continuous mesh sequence. 
Motion Data Structure
We use a directed weighted graph structure to organize our input mesh sequences. Nodes represent frames and edges stand for possible transitions between them. Our goal is to synthesize optimal motions from a set of example sequences with respect to a realism criterion as defined in Section 4.1.2. Hence, edge weights in the graph, that we note E i;j for an edge linking node i to j, represent the realism of transition segment ði; jÞ evaluated with the same criterion.
Essential Graph
In a standard Motion graph [18] , edges between sequences are obtained by selecting minima in transition cost matrices between pairs of sequences. This intuitive strategy is not yet globally optimal since a globally optimal path in the graph can include transitions between pairs with non minimal costs. We propose therefore a global and principled strategy that consists of extracting the best paths between any pair of poses and to keep only edges in the graph that contribute to these paths. Fig. 8 illustrates how an Essential graph is built. First, the initial instance of the graph is drawn from the input dataset. Hence, edges only connect successive frames in the original sequences. In the second stage, we connect all nodes with directed weighted edges, thus forming a complete digraph. In our implementation, the edge weighing function E :;: satisfies positivity and positive definiteness. It is however lacking symmetry and triangle inequality to define a proper metric. Hence, the resulting graph structure is analogous to a quasi-semi-metric space, ðV; EÞ, where V is the set of nodes and E : V Â V ! R þ is the asymmetric function that defines edge weight values. Finally, for every pair of nodes in the complete graph, we use Dijkstra algorithm to find the path with the least cost joining the source node to the destination node. The cost of a path p ¼ ½n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n N that goes through nodes n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n N is defined as the sum of the costs of all edges forming this path sequentially
Once the optimal paths joining all pairs of nodes are found, all edges that do not belong to any of these paths are pruned. The resulting structure is also referred to as the union of shortest path trees rooted at every graph node.
Graph Edge Weights
Weights attributed to edges in our graph should ideally capture the realism of the transitions they represent. Following the seminal work [52] , we quantify this realism with a criterion that derives from both physical and temporal considerations. It takes into account a surface deformation cost that we estimate using cost function Dð:; :Þ in Equation (8) , that measures the surface interpolation cost of a synthetic transition, and we set this cost to zero for original edges. The realism criterion takes also into account a duration cost that accounts for the number of frames of a motion segment, Lð:; :Þ.
For each pair of nodes i and j in the graph, we define the weight E i;j of the directed edge ði; jÞ as the weighted sum of the optimal surface deformation cost D i;j ¼ Dði; jÞ and the associated duration cost L i;j
In the situation where frames i and j belong to the same sequence, with i < j, it is unnecessary to consider an interpolated transition if its cost is greater than aðj À iÞ, that is the cost of going from i to j through the original motion sequence.
The weight a controls flexibility on the admissible surface deformation during a transition with respect to time duration. It controls the permissibility of adding new edges in the Essential graph and hence the density of this latter. We note that the density of a directed graph is defined as the ratio of the number of its edges to the maximum number of edges. In Fig. 9 , and using datasets TOMAS (Fig. 9d) , JP (Fig. 9f) and DAN (Fig. 9e) , we constructed Essential graphs with various values of a and noticed that their densities increased almost linearly with the value of a. In practice for our synthesis experiments, we use a value of a ¼ 0:01, which seems to result in a good compromise between surface deformation and duration costs in terms of perceptual results.
Evaluation. We validate in this Section our data structure, namely the Essential graph, by comparing it to a standard Motion graph. We show quantitative comparisons in Fig. 9 and additional qualitative comparisons in the accompanying video, Section Motion data structure.
Given a dataset of mesh sequences, we want to generate motions joining all frames and minimizing a joint cost of surface deformation and duration (Equation (10)). To this end, we construct an Essential graph and a Motion graph, and compute the costs of optimal paths joining every pair of frames in the dataset. In order to compare graph structures independently of the transition approach, we use the same transition cost for both methods. To construct a Motion graph, we compute transition cost matrices between all pairs of sequences and select the local minima within them as transition points. In the original paper [18] implementation, it is also recommended to only accept local minima below an empirically determined threshold to reduce the computational burden. We deliberately ignore this step to obtain a highly connected Motion graph to better challenge our method. Note that we do not compare to existing extensions of the Motion graph since our primary objective is to evaluate the initial structure that is used to select optimal transitions, and we believe that many of these extensions could anyway apply to the Essential graph as well. We reiterate these experiments for the three dataset TOMAS, DAN and JP and for different values of the a parameter weighting surface deformation to duration cost.
Figs. 9a, 9b and 9c show the mean and the variance of the shortest path costs between all frame pairs in TOMAS, DAN and JP datasets respectively for both the Essential graph and the Motion graph, and for different values of a. As illustrated in these figures, the Essential graph gives shortest paths with smaller costs than the Motion graph in average for all our datasets. The accompanying video illustrates in its Section Motion data structure cases where a motion graph fails to find a graph walk connecting a source and target frames that is as short and costless as the one found by the essential graph. One could suspect that our graph representation outperforms a standard Motion graph numerically because of a higher graph density, as a graph with more edges allows for more flexibility in path optimization. The results in Figs. 9d, 9e and 9f show that this hypothesis is not true: for a value of a ¼ 0:01 for instance, Essential graphs are less dense than Motion graphs for the three datasets TOMAS, DAN and JP. Nevertheless, Figs. 9a, 9b and 9c still show a lower average shortest path cost for the Essential graphs compared to Motion graphs in this case. Hence, with a more sparsely connected graph, our method still performs numerically better than standard Motion graphs. This proves that the reason behind the good performance of our method is not the density of our graph but rather its better connectivity.
We also notice in Figs. 9a, 9b and 9c that for smaller values of a, the Essential graph converges in its shortest path costs towards the Motion graph. As a matter of fact, building the Essential graph with a ¼ 0 means discarding the duration cost in the numerical realism criterion, which is equivalent to solving the optimal transition selection problem in the case where initial edges between original sequence nodes are cost-less. In this specific case, we know that the Motion graph covers the optimal solution by definition, and hence it coincides with the Essential graph.
The performance of our method comes however with a significant computational complexity. We denote in the following by V the set of graph nodes, and by E the set of graph edges. The complexity of a simple implementation of Dijkstra algorithm is OðjEj þ jV j 2 Þ which equals OðjV j 2 Þ since jEj ¼ OðjV j 2 Þ, where operator j:j symbolizes the cardinality of a set. In practice, we only need to find the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in the complete digraph in order to build the Essential graph. Hence, the final complexity of building the Essential graph naively amounts to OðjV j 4 Þ. However, we are not highly concerned with this cost since this step is performed off-line in our animation framework, and mesh motion datasets available so far are relatively small in size.
Motion Synthesis
Motion synthesis consists in converting a walk in the Essential graph into a temporally and spatially continuous motion stream in the form of a 3D mesh sequence. A Graph walk path is represented by a node sequence, where every pair of consecutive nodes must be linked by an edge in the Essential graph. We browse the path and sequentially identify two types of motion segments: any succession of nodes belonging to an input sequence in their original order forms an original segment. When a non original transition appears in the walk path, it signals the end of the current original segment. The next segment consists then of this interpolated transition frames, and we refer to it as a synthetic segment.
A synthetic segment represents a transition from a frame i to a frame j in two sequences of the dataset. Such segment is generated using the optimal parameters of the interpolated transition introduced in Section 3.3, namely source segment length l i and temporal warp w i , destination segment length l j and temporal warp w j and transition length L. We blend source segment ½½i; i þ l i À 1 warped by w i with destination segment ½½j À l j þ 1; j warped by w j with a parameter that evolves continuously to ensure the smoothness of the generated segment. Motion segment blending is described in Algorithm 1. The function detailed in this algorithm, that we call BlendðÞ, takes as input source and destination segments with their respective alignment temporal warps, and outputs the interpolated transition segment. In this algorithm, function MoveðS; u; C; T Þ moves sequence of meshes S by a rotation around the perpendicular axis to the motion plane, where u is the rotation angle and C the rotation center. It also applies a translation T to the mesh sequence. Function Align ðM 1 ; M 2 Þ finds the angle by which mesh M 2 needs to be rotated to align with mesh M 1 . Function Interpolate ðM 1 ; M 2 ; Þ interpolates meshes M 1 and M 2 non-linearly.
At each step of the process, illustrated also in Fig. 10 , the current source and destination frame indices n and m are obtained through inverse source and destination time warps w i and w j . Next, we move the current remaining parts of source segment ½M n ; M iþl i À1 and destination segment ½M m ; M j with planar translations T n and T m towards P the current position of mesh's center of mass (Fig. 10b) . We also align them with respect to the their first frames M n and M m with rotations u n and u m respectively around the vertical axis (Fig. 10c) . After that, current meshes M n and M m are interpolated non-linearly, and the current source and destination displacements of center of mass are also interpolated, thus giving the next mesh center of mass position (Fig. 10d) .
In practice, our motion segment blending algorithm differs from standard linear blending with its recurring 2D rigid alignment step of current source and destination segments, which is somehow similar to coordinate alignment in the work of [30] on registration curves for motion capture data. Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the impact of this process compared to a standard blending algorithm, such as the strategy proposed in [17] . In both figures, we show the result of blending sequences Left and Right from TOMAS dataset with both meshes at the top of the figures, and their corresponding center of mass trajectory projected on the motion plane in the bottom. In their algorithm, [17] recommend to pre-align the input sequences with respect to the central frame of the window prior to blending, hence we show comparisons with and without this mid-window alignment.
Overall, our algorithm prevents the trajectory of center of mass of the synthesized sequence from collapsing or reversing path. This allows us to synthesize more natural looking motion transitions without major visual flaws and unnatural character global trajectories, regardless of the nature of the motions to be blended. These benefits are better visualized in the case of blending with constant weight (0.5) as shown in Fig. 11 . Without mid-window alignment, the center of mass trajectory in [17] reverses path. Although the alignment improves this aspect, the final trajectory in this case is still shorter than ours which points out unnatural motion contraction. In Fig. 12 , we blend the input sequences with a gradually increasing weight from 0 to 1. Even without pre-alignment, our method generates smoother and more natural looking transition trajectories that do not change direction abruptly.
Finally, Algorithm 2 details how motion sequences are generated from a general walk in the Essential subgraph. The final sequence is mainly a concatenation of original and synthetic motion segments. In order to ensure spatial continuity of the resulting motion stream, we additionally perform 2D rigid alignment at the junction between two consecutive motion segments.
High-Level Constraints
As generating random graph walks has limited practical interests, we consider in this part constrained navigations in the Essential graph with various user-specified constraints such as spatial, temporal and behavioural constraints. We cast motion extraction as a graph search problem, that consists in finding the walk p ¼ ½n 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n N that minimizes a total error cost J c ðpÞ defined as follows:
where j c ð½n 1 ; . . . ; n iÀ1 ; n i Þ is a scalar function evaluating the additional error of appending node n i to the graph walk ½n 1 ; . . . ; n iÀ1 with respect to the user specification. Since a graph node might be visited more than once in this search, the user also needs to specify a halting condition to prevent the search from recursing infinitely. In order to demonstrate the interest of Essential graphs for animation purposes, we implement two scenarios with different types of constraints. In both scenarios, the graph search was solved using Depth-First algorithm with Branch-and-Bound to reduce the search space. When both the start and end nodes are known as in the dance sequence editing scenario in Section 4.3.2, we use bi-directional search for a faster graph search.
3D Path Synthesis
Given a set of motion sequences of the same character, the user provides a 3D curve that the character's center of mass should follow as closely as possible. Additionally, some parts of this path may impose specific types of motion taken from the dataset.
We test this scenario using TOMAS dataset. We show in Fig. 13 and the accompanying video (Section 3D path synthesis) an example where the character has to follow a 3D curve provided by the user. For some segments of the curve, the user also requires that the character performs Kicking and Running motions exclusively. Fig. 14 and the accompanying video (Section 2D path synthesis) show another example where we only require the projection of the center of mass of the character to follow a 2D path in the motion plane. In both examples, green output frames are original ones, and red frames are interpolated ones. We also show the output sequence with textured meshes.
Pose/Time Constraints
In this example scenario, and given an input motion sequence, the user selects a set of key-poses and provides new times of occurrence for each of them. The graph search generates the motion sequence that respects as closely as possible these pose/time restrictions.
In Fig. 15 , we show an example where we apply this scenario to synthesize a new variant of the dance sequence in CATY dataset, where certain key-poses appear at different timings from their original occurrence times in the input sequence. In this Figure, green output frames are original ones, and red frames are interpolated ones. We also show the output mesh sequence with textures. Table 2 shows the numerical results of this experiment: in the top row, we show the original occurrence times of the selected keyposes. In the second row we show the desired times of occurrence of the same key-poses in the output sequence. Finally in the last row, we show the real times of occurrence of these key-frames in the output sequence that we obtained with the minimal cost walk. Notice that for the most part, the obtained times of occurrence are very close and sometimes equal to the desired times. The timing errors are not propagated as graph search is done sequentially for every successive pair of start and end poses, and the timing error in the previously solved pair is taken into account in the next pair search. As we show also in the accompanying video, Section Pose/time constraint, the resulting dance sequence nearly matches the input sequence in realism and the transitions are visually plausible.
APPEARANCE ANIMATION SYNTHESIS
In order to append appearance to shape animation, we need to synthesize appearance for the interpolated shapes. Interpolating texture maps linearly for that purpose results in Ghosting artifacts as shown in Fig. 21 . These artifacts are a result of texture misalignments due to inaccuracies in the geometric modelling process. Since improving the underlying geometry is a very challenging task, we address this problem by proposing an appearance representation of dynamic shapes that collects appearance information from all views and time instants, and compensates for the geometric inaccuracies in UV domain with a set of vectors denoted Eigen warps, in addition to model aligned appearance variation due to change in illumination and views through a set of vectors denoted Eigen textures. These two sets of Eigen vectors are referred to as Eigen appearance maps, and when combined they allow for a compact representation of texture information, and other applications such as interpolation and completion. We briefly remind in the following how this representation is built.
Eigen Appearance Maps
As illustrated in Fig. 16 , we first select the reference texture map with the least average alignment error to all texture maps using an iterative medoid shift strategy. We then align all texture maps to this reference map and refer to the alignment warps as Forward warps. We assume that the variation in this aligned texture space can be modelled linearly and hence reduce its dimensionality through Principal Component Analysis. The Eigen components obtained from this reduction encode variation in appearance due to change in viewpoint and illumination, and we refer to them as Eigen textures. We estimate a second set of warps that map the aligned textures back to the original input textures and refer to them as Backward warps. Since these warps account for residual geometric variations, they are also advantageously decomposed using linear PCA. The Eigen vectors obtained from this second reduction encode inaccuracies in geometric modelling, and are referred to as Eigen warps. To summarize, any texture map can be represented as a linear combination of Eigen textures de-aligned with a linear combination of Eigen warps. In this pipeline, both forward and backward warps represent dense texture map pixel correspondences and are estimated using a standard optical flow implementation [53] . These various steps involved in building our appearance representation are elaborated in [15] . We evaluate the performance of this method in the following section.
Evaluation
To validate the estimation quality of our method, we apply our estimation pipeline to datasets TOMAS and CATY [15] , project and warp input data using the built Eigen-spaces, then evaluate the reconstruction error. To distinguish the different error sources, we evaluate this error both in texture space before projection, and in image domain by projecting into the input views. We compare the reconstructed textures to the textures estimated from the original images in our pipeline using [12] , that we consider as ground-truth textures. We also project the reconstructed textures into the input views and compare the resulting images to the original input views, that we consider as ground-truth images. For the image error measurement, we use the 3D model that was fitted to the sequence, i.e., tracked to fit the test frames selected, and render the model as textured with our reconstructed appearance map, using a standard graphics pipeline. In both cases, we experiment with both the structural similarity index (SSIM) [54] and the mean square error (MSE) as metrics to compare to the original data. All of our error estimates are computed in the active regions of the texture and image domains. In the texture domain, that means that we only consider the set of texels actually mapped to the 3D model. In the Image domain, it means that only silhouettes are taken into consideration.
For image domain evaluations, we plot the average error among all viewpoints. We study in particular the compactness and generalization abilities of our method, by examining the error response as a function of the number of Eigen components kept after constructing the linear subspaces, and the number of training images selected. For all these evaluations, we also provide the results for a naive PCA strategy, where only a set of Eigen appearance maps are built in texture space and used to project and reconstruct textures, to show the performance contribution of including the Eigen warps.
Compactness
For a fair comparison, we plot the results of reconstructing textures and images with our method using a total number of Eigen components that amounts to the same number of Eigen vectors used for the naive PCA on texture maps. Our Eigen maps include both Eigen textures and Eigen warps with constant proportions in the total number of Eigen components. In our experiments, we found that using two thirds of the Eigen maps for textures and the rest for warps results in nearly optimal performance.
Our method outperforms naive PCA in image and texture domains on both datasets, achieving higher quality with a lower number of Eigen components, and only marginally lower quality as the number of components grows, where the method would be anyway less useful. Higher number of Eigen components marginally favours naive PCA because it converges to input textures when increasing the Eigen textures retained by construction. Because of the non bijective behaviour of texture alignment and de-alignment in our pipeline, our method hits on the other hand a quality plateau due to small constant errors. The PCA curve is hence bound to surpass ours at a given number of Eigen components. Fig. 17 shows the structural similarity reconstruction errors in both image and texture domains for CATY and TOMAS datasets. To illustrate the validity of the linear variability hypothesis in texture domain, with only 50 components, a low fraction compared to the number of input frames for both datasets (207 for TOMAS and 290 for CATY), our method introduces nearly no error (0.98 SSIM) in texture domain. The error is higher in the image domain (bounded by 0.7 in SSIM) for both our method and naive PCA, because measurements are then subject to fixed upstream errors due to geometric alignments, projections and image discretizations. Fig. 18 shows the mean square reconstruction errors in both image and texture domains for CATY and TOMAS datasets. We notice that the MSE shows similar behaviour to the SSIM measure in both texture and image domains and for both datasets. The only main difference is the point where the naive PCA surpasses our method. This happens earlier at a smaller subspace dimension for the MSE curves compared to the SSIM ones, which implies that this metric favours our method less than the SSIM. We suspect this is due to the fact that, unlike the SSIM, the MSE does not take into account pixel neighbourhood information and hence is very sensitive to errors introduced with texture warping. However, structural similarity [54] was proved to be a reliable measure of visual quality and was previously used in similar evaluations involving 3D shape texture map quality assessment [36] . We hence conclude that it is more fit to evaluate the quality and the compactness of our model. 
Generalization
In this Section, we evaluate the ability of the model to reconstruct instances outside of the training set. We use a training set comprised of randomly selected frames spanning 0 to 60 percent of the total number of frames, among all sequences and frames of all datasets, and plot the error of projecting the complement frames on the corresponding Eigen space (Figs. 19 and 20) . Fig. 19 shows the structural similarity generalization errors in both image and texture domains for CATY and TOMAS datasets. These results show that our representation produces a better generalization than naive PCA, i.e., less training frames needed to reconstruct texture and images of equivalent quality. Fig. 20 shows the mean square generalization errors in both image and texture domains for CATY and TOMAS datasets. The MSE errors seem to follow the same pattern as the SSIM errors, except for reconstructions in the image domain, where the naive PCA catches up with the performance of our method at a smaller number of training frames. We believe this can be due to the same shortcomings of the MSE error measurement mentioned in the previous section.
Applications
In addition to reducing the appearance information of our character compactly, our appearance model is used for other applications such as completing occluded texture maps. As a matter of fact, appearance maps can be incomplete due to acquisition issues. We use our appearance representation to recover the missing information from other frames and viewpoints, by omitting the incomplete maps when building the model, then re-projecting them in the Eigen spaces and reconstructing them using their projection coefficients. Another application that is very relevant to our animation pipeline is texture map interpolation. That is, when shape poses are interpolated to synthesize transitions in output mesh motion streams, their appearances need to be interpolated too to create a texture map for the interpolated pose. For the pair of input texture maps to be interpolated, we use our representation to first interpolate their corresponding warps in the Eigen warp space and aligned textures in the Eigen appearance space. The interpolated aligned texture is then de-aligned using the interpolated warp thus giving the final texture map. Our results show reduced ghosting artifacts compared to standard linear interpolation (Fig. 21) . More examples can be seen in the accompanying video, Sections Appearance completion and Appearance interpolation. Finally, in order to asses the impact of dimension reduction on appearance interpolation, we plot in Fig. 22 the average mean square and structural similarity errors between the interpolations of TOMAS dataset's texture frame pairs, and the decompressed textures with varying texture subspace dimension under full dimensional warping. We observe that a good interpolation quality (0.99 SSIM) is reached at a relatively small number of Eigen vectors (20) .
DISCUSSION
To build our animation pipeline, two major costly steps can be achieved offline: Building the essential graph, as explained in Section 4.1.2, costs naively Oðn 4 Þ where n is the number of frames in the dataset. Building Eigen appearance maps comes to computing per frame optical flows and PCA, which costs Oðn 3 Þ. Once the constraints are set by the user, Depth-First search for an optimal walk in our graph that has cycles remains inherently exponential even when coupled with Branch-and-Bound. Hence, in order to maintain a reasonable graph search time (about 5 seconds for 20 frames) we decompose the path to be matched to smaller segments and follow the incremental graph walk described in [18] . To render the resulting walk, non-linearly interpolated shapes can be approximated with hybrid methods [52] and hence be obtained in real time, and finally interpolating appearance maps can also be done in real time.
The main limitation of 4D animation synthesis is that the quality of the rendered animations and the performance of the appearance representation are bound by the quality of the 4D surface capture process, including surface reconstruction, tracking and appearance reconstruction. The research state of the art with this respect is promising but there is still room to improve. In particular, future strategies that combine both shape and appearance information would be of great interest. Non-linear representations of appearance might help improve the quality of appearance synthesis as a next step. Following [55] and [56] , more scalable learning of animation synthesis [28] for 3D shapes might also be considered in the future if larger datasets are available, in order to ease the burden of surface capture and allow more automation of this type of animation.
CONCLUSION
We presented a solution for 4D surface capture animation using a novel organizing data structure, the extension of some methods of Mocap reuse to mesh data, and a global appearance representation of the animated character. The rendered results match the appearance quality of the source videos even after substantial dimension reduction. Although results are promising, popularizing this animation process is still a work in progress. However, applications such as 3D content generation for the media, virtual and augmented reality, or augmenting machine learning training sets provide great motivation for these solutions.
